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There are over 230,000 marine plant and animal species and a few thousand marine microbes described 
worldwide. Many more await discovery. Their role in structuring marine ecosystems and driving 
biogeochemical cycles is only partially known. Besides, there are very different views on the respective roles 
of macro- and microbiota. Traditional theoretical ecology and fisheries biology tend to ignore bacteria and 
archaea altogether whereas in biogeochemistry and global change science the importance of higher 
organisms in driving the fluxes of elements is considered marginal at best. This has resulted in two (or more) 
very different world views, one where the earth is dominated by microbes, including viruses, and the other, 
more anthropocentric one, where species of interest (or visible) to humans are central. Top-down and 
bottom-up regulation of food webs are both valid approaches to understand ecosystem structure but they 
need conceptual reconciliation.   
 
The recent discoveries in the microbial world have shown that our view of the oceans is still limited and even 
paradigms still shift easily. Examples of new genes and organisms abound and new biogeochemical 
processes are the recently discovered nitrification by Archaea, the Annamox reaction, and photosynthesis 
using rhodopsin-like pigments. But also our view of marine food webs and the role of higher organisms is 
still changing, for instance the importance of chemical messengers and chemical defences in the marine 
environment is only now becoming realized. These substances are potentially of great importance to 
mankind. Developments in technology are crucial for further exploration and molecular tools have already 
revolutionized knowledge on microbial and genetic diversity. New methods in using markers and tracers as 
well as new developments in modelling allow unravelling food webs in totally new ways.   
 
The increasing human pressure on marine top predators in coastal areas and in the open ocean may have 
dramatic consequences on the functioning of benthic coastal systems and pelagic ecosystems worldwide. To 
this must be added the possible effects of climate change such as changing SST, circulation patterns, and 
ocean acidification. Despite over one century of systematic research on the marine environment, we still are 
lacking much basic knowledge on genetics, physiology, ecology, and behaviour that will allow for 
predictions on how populations will adapt to these changes. Again new technology will be crucial. Tagging 
and tracking of larger animals has allowed much better understanding of migration and feeding behaviour. 
And last but not least: exploration and discovery will continue to yield new information and new observation 
and information technology and data management technology are greatly improving our analytical capacity 
to understand and predict biodiversity and its change and therefore our capacity to protect and sustainably 
exploit the marine environment.   
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